[The problem of a long-term follow up in patients with renal cell carcinoma].
We investigated on a problem of long-term follow up in patients with renal cell carcinoma. A total of 287 patients with renal cell carcinoma treated in Nara Medical University and affiliated facilities from January 1980 to December 1990 were examined. And we investigated the trend of explanation to patients including 287 patients from 1991 to 1995. Up to December 1995, there are 76 patients (26.5%) unable to be followed and 211 patients able to be followed. The former group patients were less declared cancer rather than the latter group patients. Of 76, 22 patients (28.9%) might misunderstand completely recovering from the cancer disease. For the recent 5 years, those patients who were declared cancer increased, and those patients who were explained benign disease decreased. These results suggested that declaration of cancer is important for patients with renal cell carcinoma to be followed for a long-term.